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 Assistant Professor-Department of Malayalam, MES Arts and    Science 

College, perinthalmanna. 

   Professional educator with a solid commitment to the social and academic growth and 

development of every student.Dedicated, resourceful and goal-driven.An accommodating 

and versatile individual with the talent to develop inspiring hands-on lessons that will 

capture a student's imagination and breed success. 

   Aptitude to remain flexible, ensuring that every students' learning styles and abilities are 

addressed.Superior interpersonal and communication skills to foster meaningful 

relationships with students, staff and parents.Demonstrated ability to consistently 

individualize instruction, based on student's needs and interests.Committed to professional 

ethics, standards of practice.Accustomed to working in a multicultural environment that 

emphasizes inclusion.Experienced in developing curriculum and introduces concepts into 

curriculum related to life and social skills.Thoroughly enjoys working with students and 

encourages creative expression.Exceptional innate ability to understand and motivate 

students.Skilled in adapting to students' diverse learning styles.Highly motivated, 

enthusiastic and dedicated educator who wants all students to be successful learners. 

   Successfully completed graduation from Farook  college, Which is the largest residential 

post graduate aided institution in Kerala, affiliated to Calicut University.Was blessed 

enough to study under the guidance of eminent writers like Mr.Anil vallathol (Vice 

Chancellor,Malayalam University) K M Anil, L Thomaskutti, Ummar Tharammel, R V M 

Divakaran and M B Manoj.Bagged Topper award from Calicut University campus during post 

graduation, Did Bachelor of Education from Calicut university center Cherani.Qualified for 

NET and SET while studying.Presentation on Nationalism at Vimala College, Thrissur based 

on the novel Kovilan's Bharathan.  

   Interested in the field of poetry and Reading.Remarkable hand writing.Took initiative for  

Sahithi Malayalam Society to develop the literary taste of children under Malayalam 

department.The Sahithi Malayalam Society provided the venue for discussion and debate 

with different students of different classes.It gave students room to sound off their views 

and observations. Various programmes were conducted under the superintendence of the 

club. 

   Introduced the well-known writers to MES and developed literary awareness among the 

students.   Has become a beloved teacher of students in short time by dealing with learning 

through stories and experiences.Created an atmosphere for the children to develop their 

creativity within and outside the college.Work is being carried out in the workshop to 

enhance the literary taste of children in MES. 


